Case Report

Presented with central nervous system involvement, extra-pulmonary and intra-pulmonary tuberculosis combined infection in a dialysis patient
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Abstract. The clinical appearance of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) in patients on dialysis are substantially non-specific that makes diagnosis difficult. We report a case of extrapulmonary and intrapulmonary TB in end stage renal disease (ESRD). A 58-year-old female with ESRD was admitted to emergency with the complaints of intermittent fever, weakness, impairment of consciousness for last three days. Because of mental confusion she was entubated, transferred to the intensive care unit. Thorax CT showed widespread central para-nodules in both lungs. The empirically anti-TB therapy was initiated. There was in size of 4x5 cm palpable lymphadenopathy on left supraclavicular region, excisional biopsy revealed caseating granulomatous lymphadenitis. Lumbar puncture was performed and analysis was consistent with TB meningitis. The patient was diagnosed as miliary TB, TB meningitis and TB lymphadenitis and died on the tenth day on admission. Increased awareness of TB in the ESRD population, early diagnosis and treatment are very important.
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1. Introduction

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) has been an important health problem in worldwide. Many risk factors are associated with TB, such as renal insufficiency, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), malignancy, transplant recipients, substance abuse and low socioeconomic status (1,2). Because of cellular immune disturbance, patients with end stage renal disease (ESRD) have an increased TB incidence (3-5). However, the clinical appearance of TB in patients on dialysis are substantially non-specific that makes diagnosis difficult (6,7). There were amounting 136/100,000 new cases of tuberculosis in population and 6.1 million of them which amounts to 24/100,000 lost their lives because of the disease according to the World Health Organization Report (WHO) in 2007 (8). The incidence of TB was 30/100,000 in the WHO spherical tuberculosis control Turkey report in 2009 (9). Tuberculosis may be classified as pulmonary or extrapulmonary; miliary disease has been classified as both an extrapulmonary and a pulmonary form of TB. Miliary TB applies to clinical disease resulting from the hematogenous dissemination of Mycobacterium tuberculosis that affects multiple organs and systems. Miliary TB can appear as a result of progressive primary infection or via reactivation of a latent focus with subsequent spread. Tuberculous lymphadenitis is among the most frequent presentations of extrapulmonary TB. The epidemiology of TB lymphadenitis changes between developed and developing countries, in actual series it represents 63 to 77 percent of cases (10,11). Central nervous system (CNS) disease was observed in 15 to 20 percent of patients with TB (12-14). Among patients with tuberculous meningitis, about one-third to one-half had miliary TB; meningeal involvement was prominent postmortem in 54 percent of cases of miliary TB in one series (15). The rate of TB meningitidis is unknown among dialysis patients.
Here we report a case of extrapulmonary and intrapulmonary tuberculosis (central nervous system involvement, tuberculosis lymphadenitis and miliary tuberculosis) in end stage renal disease patient on dialysis.

2. Case report

A 58-year-old female with end stage renal disease due to polycystic renal disease had been treated by hemodialysis three times a week for three years. She was admitted to emergency with the complaints of intermittent fever, weakness, impairment of consciousness for last three days.

In her history; she had admitted to another epicentral hospital with the complaints of fever and diarrhea 1 month ago. Because of the hypokalemia nephrology clinic had inherited the patient. She had received symptomatic treatment but any other investigation was unperformed about tuberculosis.

On admission she was unconscious, non oriented. Her body temperature fluctuated between 38.0 and 39.0 °C. She had mild hypotension (100/70mmHg), a pulse rate of 90 beats/min and respiratory rate of 22/min. Results of a neurologic examination revealed weakness in the right upper and lower extremities with motor power 4/5, bilaterally babinski was reckless. Coarsening on respiratory sounds was seen. There was in size of 4x5 cm palpable lymphadenopathy on left supraclavicular region. Because of mental confusion she was entubated, transferred to the intensive care unit.

Laboratory investigations showed that her hemoglobin (HGB) levels were 9.1 g/dl, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) was 56 mm/h (normal <20 mm/h), C-reactive protein (CRP) levels were 118 mg/dl (normal <5 mg/dl), lactate dehydrogenase were 627 U/L and creatine kinase 90 IU/L. The tuberculin skin test (TST) was strongly positive. Chest X-ray showed bilateral micronodular opacities consistent with miliary tuberculosis. The computed tomography (CT) scan and magnetic resonance imaging of brain showed minimal enlargement on lateral ventricle. Lumber puncture was performed to the patient, cerebrospinal fluid analysis showed; glucose 63 mg/dl, chloride 128 mmol/L, protein 89 mg/dl.

Thorax CT showed widespread centriacinar nodules in both lungs and areas of ground glass opacities. (Figure 1). The empirically diagnostic anti-TB therapy of isoniazid (INH) and rifampin (RFP), pyrazinamide (PZA), and ethambutol (EMB) was initiated.

Fig. 1. Widespread centriacinar nodules in both lungs and areas of ground glass opacities.
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Fig. 2. Microscopic appearance of caseous granulomatous inflammation in the tuberculous lymphadenitis of the lymph node (HEX40).

Fig. 3. The pathologic examination of the specimen demonstrates granulomatous inflammation (Hex200).
On thyroid ultrasound, thyroid was heterogeneous and containing multiple calcifications. Fine needle aspiration on the thyroid was performed. Results of pathological analysis was benign. Excisional left supraclavicular lymph node biopsy revealed caseating granulomatous lymphadenitis (Figure 2,3). The patient was diagnosed as miliary TB, TB meningitis and TB lymphadenitis. The patient died on the tenth day on admission.

3. Discussion

ESRD is an aggravating factor for TB infection and there is an increased incidence (16-18). Uremia itself is known to cause impaired T-cell response, the reason of the decreased cellular immunity might be a defect in the co-stimulatory function of antigen-presenting cells and a persistent inflammatory situation of monocytes. Risk factors such as impaired cellular immunity, damaged mucus membranes and skin, malnutrition, acidosis, vitamin D deficiency, hyperparathyroidism, low socioeconomic status, living in crowded conditions and some ethnicities are likely reasons for the increased risk especially in endemic regions (19,20). Depending on the stage of immunosuppression, the presentation of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in patients with ESRD can be atypical and difficult to diagnose compared with the classical presentation of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in non-immunocompromised persons. Extrapulmonary tuberculosis is common in patients with ESRD, and involvement of lymph nodes is the most common extrapulmonary presentation. The incidence of active TB among patients on long-term dialysis was reported as 1.6 to 5.8% in developed countries (21,22), in Turkey, it was reported as 6.08–23.6% (23). Of 256 patients undergoing hemodialysis regularly between 1990 and 2000, eighteen tuberculosis patients (7%) were reported by Abdelrahman et al.(24) pulmonary tuberculosis was seen in only 4 cases (22.2%), compared with 14 cases presented with extra-pulmonary tuberculosis (77.8%). A total of 287 dialysis patients 64 continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) patients were reviewed from October 1997 to January 2002 by Erkoc et al.(20) TB was seen in 30 patients. Thirteen patients with TB presented with fever of unknown origin and four of them developed miliary lesions on chest X-ray. Nine patients had pulmonary TB (four with pleural effusions), five patients had TB lymphadenitis, two patients had TB peritonitis and one patient had vertebral TB. Kazancioglu et al. reported that pulmonary involvement (51.61%) was the most common form, while extrapulmonary tuberculosis formed the remaining 48.39% in their study (25). As stated above miliary tuberculosis and tuberculosis meningitidis are very rare conditions. Studies from different regions of our country any TB meningitidis cases have been reported (19,20,25).

Because of the weak clinical appearance such as non-specific fever, anorexia fatigue, cough, weight loss diagnosis becomes difficult. Surprisingly in our case there has been a delay in diagnosis until loss of consciousness. In addition multiple forms of TB; TB lymphadenitis, TB meningitis and miliary TB was seen altogether in our case. In this respect, our patient is the first case that has presented multiple forms of TB in dialysis patients in the literature as far as we know. We suggest that TB lymphadenitis occurred before the onset of other forms. Follow-up of extrapulmonary tuberculosis is very important in patients with ESRD in areas which have a high incidence of tuberculosis. TB should be considered severely and treated urgently if suspected (26). Mortality rate of TB was reported as 0-75% of cases (27,28).

Conclusion; increased awareness of TB in the ESRD population, early diagnosis and treatment in this condition are very important, in order to improve the outcomes and prevent the mortalities.
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